
INFORMATION @ YOUR 
DISPOSAL

Ana, Agnes, Antonio, Fabioski, Gabriela, Jan, Jędrek, Lidija, Lorena, Radi



DISABLED PEOPLE PROBLEMS
@ UNIVERSITY

There are superinteligent people who want to

join Universities. They have problems,

however, because their disabilities make

enrollment just too hard.

Meet Gabi, Ana, and Fabio, three great minds

struggling to live just like normal people do.



Where you see stairs, Gabi sees

the greatest of obstacles



Gabi had an accident in

which she lost her leg. 

Many facilities, 

including schools, do not 

have any solutions for 

her. This University, 

however, has it.



Let me help you with that elevator!



All it takes is a smile and willingness to help!

And an elevator installed by your stairs.



Fabio

This man is intelligent and hard working. He wants to be an 
engineer. Or a DJ. Where you see information board, Fabio sees

nothing, because he is blind.





















This University installed speaker system for the blind
that reads out the information from the board to them. 

They also have Braille alphabet versions of 
information, as well as friendly and willing staff.



This is Ana, future pharmacist, and possibly

the inventor of anti-cancer vaccination. She is

sad, because she has no idea what are those

people talking about.

Ana was born deaf.



Ana decides to take a look at the information

board, she saw a blind guy next to it few

moments ago.



Oh yes! That is just what Ana needs! This will 

be a nice day after all.



*sign language*
*sign language*
*sign language*



This University hires handsome people knowing the sign
language. This way, Ana does not feel sad anymore, 

because she has someone to sign to.



The disabilities are not problems. What is really

wrong, is that we seem not to notice them. 

There are Universities (like the one presented) 

which main goal is to make all attendants

equal. Simple things like installation of 

elevators, implementation of sound systems, 

and hiring people of diverse skill can make 

peoples’ dreams come true, and the access to 

information easier.

TO NOT BE CONTINUED.


